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The Netherlands is internationally 
recognized as one of the world’s 
largest food exporters due to its 
excellent connectivity throughout 
Europe and is home to world-class 
research institutions. It is—in effect—
feeding the world. Driven by the 
anticipation for a renewable future, the 
country’s journey towards optimization, 
sustainability, and health requires a 
paradigm shift in the food industry.

As the COVID-19 pandemic has 
reshaped the retail market in 
unprecedented ways, consumers 
shifted around lifestyle and value. This 
demanded new spatial configurations 
of the supermarket, transitioning 
between a pre-COVID-19 and a post-
COVID-19 society. Resting within its 
etymology—where “super” alludes 
to supremacy concerning size, 
quality, and quantity, while “market” 
refers to trading in goods of value—
the supermarket, selling food and 
household goods, first originated in the 
19th century with the novel concept 
of a self-serve store. As a platform 
of recurring successful innovations, 
their profits increased during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, underscoring 
that supermarkets are now an essential 
service - representing a new civic 
presence. 

The collective project on the spatial 
implications of the food industry in 
the Netherlands and beyond seeks 
to redesign the supermarket—
currently occupying the most densely 
used square meters in a city—to 
implement developments within the 
meticulously designed sales floor 
via craft, reshoring, protectionism, 
automation, and extinction—for an 
immersive consumer experience—and 
the concealed back of house through 
the notions of tastemaking, scarcity, 
sensorialism, inclusivity, and trade—
associated with the product’s supply 
chain—ensuring a frictionless future for 
shoppers.

These ten contributions explore 
the architectural and urban design 
possibilities within the future of the 
food industry across sites within 
the Blue Banana—the European 
Megalopolis—transporting products 
and radiating back to the Albert Heijn 
shelves in Delft. They collectively 
form a project for the design of a 
future supermarket on the current site 
of the Albert Heijn XL on Martinus 
Nijhofflaan in Delft. These contributions 
provide modifications in the supply 
chain, product distribution, and store 
planning, in relation to the products, 

their associated building types, 
and their extensive territories. The 
collective design of this Albert Heijn 
XL will raise issues of scenography, 
product flow, human interaction, digital 
technology, and consumer experience, 
in an attempt to address the future of 
the food industry. 

At a time when the world is pulling 
through the COVID-19 pandemic, 
faced anew with the impending 
environmental crisis, the collective 
project raises questions about the ever-
changing relation of architecture and 
the food industry in the Netherlands 
and beyond.

Collective Theme 
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The Blue Banana 

The Blue Banana—a term coined 
in 1989 by a group of French 
geographers—is a name used to 
describe a European corridor of almost 
continuous urbanization. Home to 110 
million people, the corridor contains 
metropolitan areas, industrial sites, and 
major economic centers, stretching 
all the way from Manchester to 
Milan, connecting the Irish Sea to the 
Mediterranean.

Ten contributions speculate upon 
the spatial implications of the food 
industry across the Blue Banana—the 
European Megalopolis—responding 
to the specificity of the sites, while, at 
the same time, providing modifications 
throughout the supply chain in relation 
to their respective products that radiate 
back to the supermarket shelves in 
Delft.

1 Lab Oratory
2 Whole Milk
3 Pink is Not a Color
4 The Tastemaking Estate

5 Aardket
6 Sensatorium
7    Domus Leo
8    Food Utility Network 

9    Fresh Forword
10  Crafted with Care
11 Albert
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Albert Heijn XL

The collective project for the design of 
a future supermarket is located on the 
current site of the Albert Heijn XL on 
Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft. Amidst 
a densifying residential area, with a 
variety of stores on the ground floor 
and social housing above, multicultural 
demography, proximity to the parking 
garage, and excellent connectivity 
to road infrastructure and public 
transport, the location of the Albert 
Heijn XL provides the opportunity 
to reciprocate with its adjacent and 
peripheral territory.
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The collective research—focused on 
the food industry in the Netherlands 
and beyond—commenced with the 
typological analysis of a supermarket. 
Analysing a local Albert Heijn, it 
examined the relation between 
products, their associated building 
types, and territories, from raw 
materials to supermarket shelves.

While a supermarket operates within 
a highly efficient tailored space, how 
do design decisions vary between 
intervening in an existing canal 
house and a purpose-built suburban 
supermarket?

Transitioning from the mimicry of 
local markets to promotions on digital 
screens, what role does scenography 
play in the design of a supermarket’s 
storefront?

How does the prediction of supply and 
demand through data-driven decision-
making and automation affect the 
organization, product distribution, and 
design within supermarkets and the 
ever-changing future of retail?

How does the incorporation of a 
supermarket reciprocate with its 
adjacent and peripheral demography, 
real estate, and territory and in turn 
affect land appreciation?

How does the design of the layout of 
the concealed back of house relate to 
the meticulously designed sales floor?

With a constant flow of products, what 
spatial consequences are posed by the 
standardized packaging sizes, product 
distribution, and store planning on the 
supply chain of a supermarket?

With ever-increasing reliance 
on e-commerce and perpetually 
improving digital experiences, what 
will the future hold for supermarkets in 
the Netherlands?

The annotated analysis of Albert Heijn 
reveals the dichotomy within the 
functioning of a supermarket, between 
the meticulously designed sales floor 
for an immersive consumer experience 
and the concealed back of house 
associated with the product’s supply 
chain.

Annotated Analysis of Albert Heijn
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Scenes from annotated analysis of 
Albert Heijn

1 Facade
2 Fresh Produce
3 Fresh Produce
4 Bakery

5 Bakery
6    Condiments and Spreads
7 Refrigerated Section
8 Back of House

9 Confections 
10 Loading Dock
11  Point of Sale

7 8

9 10

11
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Pictorial Narrative I



The Supermarket Reconstructed.
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On trade- The dynamic provenance of 
potatoes is put on display. 

On tastemaking- A view across a 
sampling section, shows a promotional 
display of a new, tasty, and easy-to-
prepare cake mix.

2322



On inclusivity- A complimentary 
cornucopia of luxurious essentials 
optimized for all citizens is amplified by 
its placement within the premium top 

On sensorialism- The supermarket’s 
scenography is amplified for the 
adoration of pineberries.

shelves of the supermarket.
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On scarcity- The boundless display 
of endangered food showcases the 
possibilities of GMOs to reverse the 
impending food scarcity.

On craft- The gondola—or end cap—
aisle offers an escape from the design 
of standardized aisles with a display-
within-a-display for craft chocolates.
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On automation- An automated 
pizza-making machine showcases 
the spectacle of proliferating digital 
technology in the supermarket.

On extinction- The ambient display 
of seafood refrigeration showcases 
the highly controlled and technified 

aquaponic shrimp farm designed to 
resolve fish extinction.

2928



On reshoring- The packaging of 
essential dairy products is designed 
to accentuate the animal producer for 
conscious consumers.

On protectionism- Special wine blends 
from yet unimagined European terroirs 
are displayed at eye-level—consumer’s 
perspective—while a complimentary 

tasting experience is placed at touch-
level. 

3130
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Recent headlines describe the 
supermarket and its distribution 
network in the Netherlands as a highly 
competitive sector, with questionable 

working conditions, while unregulated 
competitors are set out to disrupt the 
market.

The “supermarket war” in the 
Netherlands, has led to a consolidation 
of companies and a seemingly 
oligopolized landscape of grocers, in 

Albert Heijn
35.0%

Albert Heijn
47.2%

SuperUnie
27.3%

Picnic
19.8%

Jumbo
19.7%

Plus
5.7%

Coop 2.1%

Other
5.5%

Jumbo
21.5%

Lidl
10.7%

Aldi
5.5%

Market Share (2020)
Supermarkets

Market Share (2020)
Online Groceries

which Albert Heijn has the greatest 
market share in both physical and 
digital stores.
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Market Share (2021)
Online Groceries

Market Share (2020)
Online Groceries

Market Share (2019)
Online Groceries

Online Purchases
3%

Offline Purchases
97%

Offline Purchases
95.7%

Offline Purchases
92.4%

253%
Increase of online sales 
amplified by COVID-19

Online Purchases
4.3%

Online Purchases
7.6%

The “supermarket war” in the 
Netherlands, has led to a consolidation 
of companies and a seemingly 
oligopolized landscape of grocers, in 

which Albert Heijn has the greatest 
market share in both physical and 
digital stores.

The concealed back of house extends 
to the peripheries of the Dutch urban 
areas, taking upon a variety of spatial 
dimensions, accommodating different 

Royal Flora Holland
Aalsmeer
433,000 m²

Ahold-Delhaize DC
Delfgauw
62,750 m²

Amazon
Heerlen
9,000 m²

Coolblue DC
Tilburg
90,000 m²

Albèrt
Delft
18,600 m²

Zalando
Bleijswijk
140,000 m²

IKEA
Delft
40,000 m²

Royal Pride Holland BV
Wieringermeer
1,010,000 m²

quantities of workers, and serving a 
range of regions.
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Producers and suppliers respond to 
complex market dynamics through 
just-in-time production, relying on 
automation, logistics, and infrastructure 

within the Blue Banana, allowing 
supermarkets to optimize their stocking 
to shopper’s demand.

Food 
Producer

Grown in EEA?

Importer

Need processing?

Locally distributed?

Wholesaler

Albèrt

Household

Low inventory?

Food Processing 
Company

Product Flow

Order Flow

No.

Yes.

No.No.

Yes.

Yes.Yes.

Employees keep track of just-in-time 
arrivals of products, while their prices 
are informed by market conditions and 
proximity.

Kortveldsesteeg 1, Hank

in 28 minutes

Cehphora Potato
/kg

/kg

8522.

16:46

Hasengasse 5-7, Frankfurt

in 19 minutes /kg1995.

Rijnlandpad 1, Voorburg

in 46 minutes

Mix Milk
/L5331.

Provincialeweg 6, Vogelwaarde

Martinus Nijhofflaan, Delft

(+0.701)

Vogelwaarde 
Apple

16:32

7532.

BLG - 31 - 10

KanbanOcadoStock Message Settings

99

13:55
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National Distribution Center

National Refrigeration Center

Regional Distribution/Refrigeration Center

Home Shopper Distribution Center

In an effort to break open the 
centralized and concealed distribution 
network of the supermarket, the role 
of the distribution centers is shifted to 

large-scale supermarkets such as Albert 
Heijn XL—now Albèrt—with a floor area 
of at least two thousand square meters, 

ready to serve a larger region through 
e-commerce.

Albèrt

2022 2030
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The number of supermarkets and their 
siting are regulated through municipal 
planning, leading to an even distribution 
over Delft’s urban expansion areas. 

Albèrt

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

N470

A13

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje
Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Albèrtje

Delft’s historic center, however, exhibits 
a high density of supermarkets and 
speed delivery hubs, responding to 
valuable shoppers in their proximity. 

This informs the future distribution of 
Albèrt and smaller-footprint Albèrtjes.

The essential products in these multiple 
Albèrtje stores within each city are fed 
by the distribution centers integrated 
within each Albèrt, while also having 

albèrtje

products directly sourced from local 
suppliers within the city, with the 
choice of having fine quality products 
and essential goods at the same place.
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By distributing the supply chain from 
centralized warehouses to large 
supermarkets in the vicinity, electric 
semi-trucks with shorter roundtrips take 

Freight-truck

Albèrt truck

care of transport between producers, 
supermarkets, and homes.

To eliminate single-use packaging and 
optimize logistic processes, a unified 
container-deposit system is introduced, 
limiting the variety of product 

Supermarket shopping 
cart and shopping basket Albèrt Smart Cart

Albèrt Smart CartPET Bottle 1.5 l

Pieter Pot Reusable Glass Jars, various volumes

Crate and Glass Bottle, 33 cl

dimensions in Albèrt. Displays on the 
smart cart and supermarket hosts guide 
shoppers in finding their products.
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Albèrt’s container deposit system 
utilizes the shopper’s existing familiarity 
with return points for used bottles and 
crates.

Albèrt Container Return 
Point

C o n t a i n e r - d e p o s i t 
machine

Albèrt’s automatized warehouse, 
making use of Ocado robots, considers 
legacy dimensions based on the 

Ocado RobotStocking Cart

EPAL-Pallet
Albèrt Bulk Containers and 
Crates

EPALpallet, by adhering to an 80 x 80 
cm grid.

4746



Planograms are an elevational system 
to optimize the relation between 
shoppers and the grocer’s shelves, in 
order to maximize sales and minimize 

wasted space. By introducing a 
flexible automatized stocking system, 
the planogram is transformed into a 
planar organization, in which the retail 

experience can be dynamically adjusted 
to market conditions and seasonality.

AARDAPPELEN

196004161459

1.59€/kg 1.72 €

€ 1.95

AH Vastkokende aardappelen
1.00 PER KG

2.
3 KG

242.99549732                 7

8710400259046

GEBRUIKEN T/M 16-05

25% KORTING

1936
Self adhesive price label
21 x 12 mm

Self-service store with checkout counters
~170 m2

1970
Thermal printed price label with 
European Article Number and unit 
price
120 x 100 mm

Hypermarket with checkout counters
~6000 m2

2020
Electronic Shelf labeling system with 
dynamic display
70 x 36 mm

Modern Supermarket with 
omi-channel checkouts
~3000 m2

2030
NFC tag embedded in the crate
Ø3 mm

2030
Albèrt with smart carts
Ø3 mm

The introduction of the fixed price— 
attached to a product through a 
sticker—has allowed the grocer to 
develop into self-service stores, 

informing the architectural type 
of the supermarket. Technological 
developments such as thermal printing, 
e-ink, NFC tags, and computer vision 

reintroduce dynamic pricing while 
offering novel spatial solutions for the 
supermarket, such as the elimination of 
the physical check-out point.
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2017), Accessed August 19, 2021, 
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Supermarket is a collective project 
on the spatial implications of the 
food industry in the Netherlands 
and beyond, redesigning this now 
considered essential architecture to 
entail a paradigm shift in its journey 
towards optimization, sustainability, 
and health consciousness. It imagines a 
future supermarket that integrates retail 
experiences with distribution, supply 
chains, and product display to ensure 
a frictionless future for conscious 
consumers; while, at the same time, 
creating a new civic presence for the 
city and its residents.

The envisioned supply chain for 
the future supermarket commences 
with the Blue Banana, enhancing the 
position of the Netherlands— one of 
the world’s largest food exporters 
and home to world-class research 
institutions—in this urbanized trade 
corridor. From Genoa to Delft, and 
from the supermarket’s back of 
house to the sales floor, Supermarket 
addresses multifaceted aspects of 
the food industry— scarcity, trade, 
inclusivity, sensorialism, tastemaking, 
craft, reshoring, protectionism, 
automation, and extinction—through 
ten architectural and urban design 
contributions.

Ten products, along with their 
associated building types and 
territories demonstrate how a modified 
food distribution network converges 
at the future supermarket—Albèrt—on 
Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft. Albèrt 
seeks to display products and their 
supply chain by integrating the once 
stand-alone and distant distribution 
center with an automated Ocado 
grid system, asserting itself as the 
generator of a just-in-time production 
system—thereby disrupting the 
seriality of infinite supermarket aisles. 
With all Albèrt supermarkets operating 
as distribution centers for multiscalar 
Ahold Delhaize branches—such as 
Albert Heijn and Albertje—the supply 
chain, and its resultant territories, are 
condensed and reconfigured.

Albèrt offers an omni-channel 
consumer experience in both physical 
and digital forms. It reflects on the 
traditional supermarket’s backstory, 
effectuating sustainability goals 
throughout a reimagined supply chain. 
The supermarket assures optimization 
in unison with the country’s circular 
economy by implementing reusable 

Description 

packaging for all Albèrt products, 
extending shelf-life from data-driven 
decision making, offering digitized 
scanners informing conscious 
consumers of product particularities, 
and by providing dynamic pricing for 
food security.

Along with a flexible open-plan 
allowing various iterations of product 
displays to maximize profits and render 
a unique shopping experience, Albèrt 
‘s business models are diversified, 
generating revenues from branded 
products staged in shop-in-shops 
and electric car-sharing facilities to 
encourage consumer traffic.

The supermarket—previously 
conceived as a destination—
incorporates a pathway to meet the 
constant movement of divergent 
consumers with the conjunction of 
fast-paced pick-up zones—promoting 
cycling, delivery, and e-commerce—
and slow-paced demonstration zones 
offering novel tasting experiences 
along with the green public spaces on 
the periphery. Albèrt demonstrates an 
innovative retail experience beyond 
the technology of the new integrated 
distribution center, extending its 
perimeter toward the Delft city center 
to establish a new civic presence.
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The Netherlands is internationally recognized as one of the world’s 
largest food exporters due to its excellent connectivity throughout 
Europe. Home to world-class research institutions, it is—in effect—
feeding the world. However, food production and consumption are 
responsible for around 25% of the total emission of greenhouse gases 
and for 60% of the terrestrial loss of variation in plant and animal 
species. When it comes to the food industry, the country’s journey 
towards optimization, sustainability, and health requires a paradigm shift.

A continuous supply of products and materials, to and from the current 
supermarket, is made possible through a vast network of roads, rails, 
and waterways, connecting it to various infrastructural nodes and 
European trade routes within the Blue Banana. 

Home delivery and e-commerce businesses grew up to 5 times faster 
than before the pandemic, giving rise to an online distribution center that 
offers the convenience of a digital supermarket.

The first branch of Albert Heijn on Martinus Nijhofflaan was a 40-year-old 
supermarket with a ramp to facilitate parking on the roof. With a need to 
renovate the supermarket catering to the future, from 2014 to 2017, the 
site underwent construction to make way for a much larger Albert Heijn 
while constructing a temporary Albert Hejn at Mercuriusweg.

Ten architectural and urban design contributions sited within the Blue 
Banana—a European corridor of almost continuous urbanization—
originating from supermarket products, <<<redesign the future 
supermarket of 2030. 

Supermarkets occupy the most densely used square meters in a city. 
Resting within its etymology—where «super» alludes to supremacy 
concerning size, quality, and quantity, while «market» refers to trading 
in goods of value—the supermarket, selling food and household goods, 
first originated in the 19th century with the novel concept of a self-serve 
store.

The supermarket analysis reveals its functional logic through the 
concealed back of house that is associated with the product’s supply 
chain. Regarded as the employee’s domain, the back of house is 
concerned with product flow, supply, and demand through data-driven 
decision-making, standardized packaging sizes, and product distribution 
via tastemaking, scarcity, sensorialism, inclusivity, trade, and biodiversity.

Amidst a densifying residential area, with a variety of stores on the 
ground floor and residential complex above, multicultural demography 
with resident immigrants and a large student population, proximity to 
the parking garage, and excellent connectivity to road infrastructure and 
public transport, the location of the new Albert Heijn XL provides the 
opportunity to reciprocate with its adjacent and peripheral territory.

These ten contributions provide modifications to the supply chain, 
product distribution, and store planning, in relation to the products, their 
associated building types, and their extensive territories through a vast 
network of transportation nodes.

Fixed prices that originated in order to accelerate grocery sales had a 
huge impact on consumer experience. From standardization of price tags 
to uniformity of products, and from barcodes to electronic shelf labeling, 
the improved logistics, shorter employee training periods, a monitored 
supply system, and efficient shelf organization.

Secondly, the meticulously designed sales floor provides an immersive 
consumer experience. The sales floor raises issues of scenography, 
human interaction, digital technology, and the organization of 
supermarkets within the ever-changing future of retail through the 
notions of craft, reshoring, protectionism, automation, and extinction. 

Situated in a densifying expansion area of Delft, a forecasted 
demography of (international) students, families, and elderly will make 
use of this supermarket and its e-commerce services. 

For this purpose, distribution centers currently serve as the epicenter, 
exploring the resultant spatial characteristics, and linking these ten 
contributions with the future supermarket. 

As the COVID-19 pandemic has reshaped the retail market in 
unprecedented ways, consumers shift around lifestyle and value. Its 
profits increased up to 40% and physical stores overflowed with people 
seeking to maintain a sense of normalcy, underscoring it as an essential 
service, one that represents a new civic presence. This demands new 
spatial configurations of a supermarket transitioning between a pre-
COVID-19 and a post-COVID-19 society. 

The collective project on the spatial implications of the food industry 
in the Netherlands and beyond redesigns a future supermarket on 
the current site of the Albert Heijn XL on Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft, 
implementing developments on the sales floor and the back of house 
ensuring a frictionless future for shoppers.

Responding to technical, environmental, and societal demands from 
the Blue Banana’s urbanized corridor to the new Albért, and from the 
supermarket’s back of house to the sales floor, new spatial propositions 
redefine the future supermarket of 2030. 
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Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft.
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notions of craft, reshoring, protectionism, automation, and extinction. 

Situated in a densifying expansion area of Delft, a forecasted 
demography of (international) students, families, and elderly will make 
use of this supermarket and its e-commerce services. 

For this purpose, distribution centers currently serve as the epicenter, 
exploring the resultant spatial characteristics, and linking these ten 
contributions with the future supermarket. 

As the COVID-19 pandemic has reshaped the retail market in 
unprecedented ways, consumers shift around lifestyle and value. Its 
profits increased up to 40% and physical stores overflowed with people 
seeking to maintain a sense of normalcy, underscoring it as an essential 
service, one that represents a new civic presence. This demands new 
spatial configurations of a supermarket transitioning between a pre-
COVID-19 and a post-COVID-19 society. 

The collective project on the spatial implications of the food industry 
in the Netherlands and beyond redesigns a future supermarket on 
the current site of the Albert Heijn XL on Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft, 
implementing developments on the sales floor and the back of house 
ensuring a frictionless future for shoppers.

Responding to technical, environmental, and societal demands from 
the Blue Banana’s urbanized corridor to the new Albért, and from the 
supermarket’s back of house to the sales floor, new spatial propositions 
redefine the future supermarket of 2030. 

5 6

6 7 8
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The reimagined supermarket—Albèrt—seeks to display both the product 
and its supply chain, in turn, the sales floor and the back of house, by 
integrating the distribution center with an automated Ocado grid system, 
asserting itself as the generator of a just-in-time production system.

The storefront of the supermarket moves beyond blocked-off rows of 
checkout lanes and security gates to designated slow-paced zones with 
product demonstrations, workshops, and exclusive shops that entice 
consumers into the supermarket. 

Responding to the supermarket’s visibility of the supply chain, vertical 
experiential walk-in refrigerators represent the ripening rooms and 
recreate the conditions of refrigerated trucks to extend the distribution 
center to the sales floor with a convenient product flow, allowing 
consumers to momentarily enter the varied environments of the food 
supply chain. 

Once an item is delivered, the screen on the smart cart displays 
other useful items, or the next item on the shopping list while still 
incorporating key supermarket sales concepts and experiences like 
cross-merchandising and impulse buys.

With all Albèrt supermarkets functioning as distribution centers for multi-
scale Ahold Delhaize  branches—such as Albert Heijn and Albèrtje—the 
supply chain, and its resultant territories are condensed and redefined. 
Product distribution within each network thus densifies within smaller 
radii, becoming open to more local suppliers frequenting small-batch 
deliveries, while also providing proximity to consumers in the city.

The automated Ocado system in the distribution center above allows 
for the diversion of labor in the supermarket towards hospitality and 
social interaction through various host stands—strategically placed to 
encounter pedestrian flows—offering a tailored shopping experience.

All new shelves, carts, packaging, and delivery methods work within the 
800mm x 800mm grid to ensure full standardization within the supply 
chain system starting from the cargo pallet itself.

The relationship between the supermarket and the city changes with a 
modified transitional system that showcases the dynamic loading dock 
and its functioning on the sales floor, diverts private vehicular flow, 
e-trucks, and car-sharing services towards the Albèrt parking on the site, 
and promotes cyclists by providing access on the sales floor through the 
incorporation of a pathway for fast-paced pick-up zones with an increase 
in delivery and e-commerce.  

The supermarket is reorganized according to the central high yield 
automated distribution center within a static grid ceiling that offers 
dynamic robotic movements, allowing various iterations of product 
displays in reaction to seasonality and specialties, to render an open 
floor plan shopping experience. 

The future supermarket addresses sustainability goals through a 
reimagined supply chain with reusable packaging for all Albèrt products 
that are collected, cleaned, and redistributed on site in various return 
points, cleaning stations, and end-cap gondolas respectively, that remain 
scattered throughout the sales floor.

As an essential service, the supermarket’s design incorporates several 
public green zones amidst the sales floor to entice the consumers to 
spend more time inside, while at the same time providing a healthier 
working environment, through biodiverse farming solutions, integrated 
agriculture strategies, and a green roofscape. 

Business models and real-estate strategies—introduced through 
independent areas defined for peripheral store-in-stores—promote 
collaborations with exclusive brands and local entrepreneurs by bringing 
in highly curated experiences, catering to the experimental and diverse 
tastes of Delft residents.

The supermarket provides several entrances—strategically located near 
high traffic zones—to move away from a one-directional circulation path 
to a multi-directional circulation pattern within the organic layout of the 
facade that is designed in response to the surrounding context. 

Stores will continue to use planograms, working on existing principles 
of increasing sales. From bulk shelves to fresh produce crates, shelving 
systems within the open plan generate new episodic formats of 
planograms, while accommodating changes in circulation with the 
incorporation of electronic signage to guide the consumers.

Smart carts with digitized scanners react to the particularities of the 
product on the shelf with information on the provenance of products for 
conscious consumers. Electronic displays are connected to expiration 
dates, supply, and demand through dynamic pricing monitored by data-
driven decision-making.

Albèrt offers a new retail experience open to Delft by putting both the 
product and its supply chain on display. A flexible open plan within and 
beyond the high yield automated distribution center—now a part of the 
supermarket—extends its perimeter towards the city and its residents, 
establishing a new civic presence.
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Presented in a set of spatial narratives, 
the collective project addresses 
multifaceted aspects of the food 
industry and its distribution network 

commencing with the Blue Banana’s 
urbanized trade corridor to reconfigure 
at the future supermarket—Albèrt—on 

Martinus Nijhofflaan in Delft.
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points, cleaning stations, and end-cap gondolas respectively, that remain 
scattered throughout the sales floor.

As an essential service, the supermarket’s design incorporates several 
public green zones amidst the sales floor to entice the consumers to 
spend more time inside, while at the same time providing a healthier 
working environment, through biodiverse farming solutions, integrated 
agriculture strategies, and a green roofscape. 

Business models and real-estate strategies—introduced through 
independent areas defined for peripheral store-in-stores—promote 
collaborations with exclusive brands and local entrepreneurs by bringing 
in highly curated experiences, catering to the experimental and diverse 
tastes of Delft residents.

The supermarket provides several entrances—strategically located near 
high traffic zones—to move away from a one-directional circulation path 
to a multi-directional circulation pattern within the organic layout of the 
facade that is designed in response to the surrounding context. 

Stores will continue to use planograms, working on existing principles 
of increasing sales. From bulk shelves to fresh produce crates, shelving 
systems within the open plan generate new episodic formats of 
planograms, while accommodating changes in circulation with the 
incorporation of electronic signage to guide the consumers.

Smart carts with digitized scanners react to the particularities of the 
product on the shelf with information on the provenance of products for 
conscious consumers. Electronic displays are connected to expiration 
dates, supply, and demand through dynamic pricing monitored by data-
driven decision-making.

Albèrt offers a new retail experience open to Delft by putting both the 
product and its supply chain on display. A flexible open plan within and 
beyond the high yield automated distribution center—now a part of the 
supermarket—extends its perimeter towards the city and its residents, 
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multifaceted aspects of the food 
industry and its distribution network 
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urbanized trade corridor to reconfigure 
at the future supermarket—Albèrt—on 
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Pictorial Narrative II



The introduction of fast-paced zones in 
the supermarket spreads along the bike 
lane, featuring a demonstration kitchen 
and pick-up points. 

Live shrimps and small-batch milk 
deliveries demonstrate freshness and 
reusable packaging within a just-in-time 
production system. 
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Permaculture as a new farming method 
inside the supermarket boosts biodi-
versity and rewards the cultivation of 
GMOs

View of the automated Ocado grid 
system and the distribution center on 
the ceiling from the concierge desk on 
the sales floor.
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The smart cart eliminates the 
boundaries of the supermarket’s 
sales floor while dynamic pricing 

and digitalized labels inform the 
consumers about the product’s 
supply chain and provenance. 

Dynamic robotic movement above the 
open sales floor allows for various iter-
ations of product displays, according to 
seasonality, discounts, and specialties.
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Free food is no longer shameful, facing 
the luxury products of the Hermès 
store-in-a-store.

The walk-in refrigerator extends the 
distribution center to the sales floor, 
offering a momentary experience in the 

varied environments of the food supply 
chain.
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A wine bar next to an automat restau-
rant are part of the slow-paced zones 
of the supermarket, introducing a novel 

tasting experience next to a public 
green terrace.

Beyond the internal core, Albèrt offers 
an innovative retail experience, open-
ing up the supermarket’s perimeter 
towards the city.
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View of the loading dock on the sales 
floor from the automated distribution 
center on the ceiling.

A green roofscape amidst the residen-
tial neighborhood, provides a healthy 
working and living environment.
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A cut-out axonometric exposing 
the blurred boundaries between the 
supermarket, the landscape, and the 
city of Delft. 

1  Concierge
2  Automated Ocado grid
3  Vertical circulation core
4  Kindergarten

5  Sculpture of Albèrt’s mascot
6  Entrance
7  Refrigerated area
8  Specialty displays

1

2

7

15

16

9

9  Smart cart station
10 Return points
11 Pick up points
12 Cycle track

13 Demonstration kitchen
14 Shop-in-shops
15 Shrimp pond
16 Bycicle parking

17 Automat
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Albèrt offers a new retail experience 
with a flexible open plan within and 
beyond the high yield automated 
distribution center to display both 

the product and its supply chain. The 
supermarket is organized in three 
different zones, consisting of the 
central high yield core, the interior 

periphery of the glass facade, and 
the outdoor facilities covered by the 
cantilevered roof.
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1  Access to Parking
2  Loading dock  
3    Estructural cores, toilets, HVAC
4   Shrimp pond

5  Shop-in-shop
6  Concierge
7  Return point
8  Automat

9  Pick up points
10  Kindergarten
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2

3

4

The back of house operates as a 
distribution center above the sales 
floor, consisting of the automated 
Ocado system in the static grid ceiling 

core that offers dynamic robotic 
movements.

5

6

7

0 1 4 m

1 Maintenance point
2 Toilets
3 Automated Ocado grid
4 Vertical core

5 Offices
6 Perimeter for humans
7   Refrigerated area
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1 2
3

4 5

The reimagined relationship between 
the supermarket’s sales floor and back 
of house is vertical, juxtaposed with the 
additional Albèrt car-sharing facilities 

and parking on the site that caters to 
the supermarket’s customers, e-trucks, 
and the neighborhood’s needs.  

6

7

8

1 Maintenance point
2 Toilets
3 Automated Ocado grid
4 Vertical core

0 1 4 m
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maintenance

o�ces

kinderga�en

1

2

3

6

The organization of the building around 
the central high yield distribution center 
allows for various iterations of product 
displays on the sales floor, disrupting 

the infinite seriality of the supermarket 
aisles. 

4

5

7

89

1  Automated parking
2  Loading dock
3  Shop-in-shop
4  Shrimp pond

5  Maintenance point
6  Vertical core
7  Concierge
8  Perimeter for humans

9  Automated Ocado grid

0 2.5 10 m
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o�ces

kinderga�en

10

98

12

13

The organization of the building around 
the central high yield distribution center 
allows for various iterations of product 
displays on the sales floor, disrupting 

the infinite seriality of the supermarket 
aisles. 

12

11

1  Automated parking
2  Loading dock
3  Shop in shop
4  Shrimp pond

0 2.5 10 m

5  Maintenance point
6  Vertical core
7  Host
8  Perimeter for humans

9  Automated ceiling
10  Automat
11  Pick up points
12  Kindergarten
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1

The dynamic robotic movements 
allow for the reconfiguration of the 
supermarket shelves in reaction to 
seasonality and specialties, rendering a 

unique shopping experience. 

2

3

1  Concierge
2   Pick up points
3  Returning point

0 0.5 2 m
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Conc ierge

C
a� Station

1

2

The dynamic robotic movements 
allow for the reconfiguration of the 
supermarket shelves in reaction to 
seasonality and specialties, rendering a 

unique shopping experience. 1 Host
2  Cart station

0 0.5 2 m
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4

A ritual of loading and unloading 
is experienced on the sales floor, 
exposing the supermarket’s supply 
chain to the conscious consumers.

1

2

3

1  Loading dock
2  Bar
3  Structural core and HVAC 
4  Permaculture

0 0.5 2 m
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A ritual of loading and unloading 
is experienced on the sales floor, 
exposing the supermarket’s supply 
chain to the conscious consumers.

4

1  Loading dock
2  Bar
3  Structural core and HVAC 
4  Permaculture

1

3

0 0.5 2 m
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The dynamic robotic movements 
allow for the reconfiguration of the 
supermarket shelves in reaction to 
seasonality and specialties, rendering a 

1

3

unique shopping experience. 1  Refrigerated room
2  Sesonal products
3    Bonus

2

0 0.5 2 m
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The dynamic robotic movements 
allow for the reconfiguration of the 
supermarket shelves in reaction to 
seasonality and specialties, rendering a 

1

3

unique shopping experience.

2

1  Refrigerated room
2  Sesonal products
3    Bonus

0 0.5 2 m
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Independent areas are defined for 
peripheral store-in-stores, promoting 
collaborations with exclusive brands 
and local entrepreneurs.

1

1  Shop-in-shop
2  Sales floor
3  Vertical core
4  Loading dock

2

3

0 0.5 2 m
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Independent areas are defined for 
peripheral store-in-stores, promoting 
collaborations with exclusive brands 
and local entrepreneurs.

HERMĒS
chocolatier

↑    concierge 

1  Shop-in-shop
2  Sales floor
3  Vertical core
4  Loading dock

1

2

3

0 0.5 2 m
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Designated slow-paced zones with 
product demonstrations, workshops, 
and exclusive shops are developed 
around the periphery of the 

1

2

supermarket sales floor, in juxtaposition 
with fast-paced pick-up zones along 
the bike pathway to promote cyclists, 
delivery, and e-commerce. 

1  Returning point
2  Automat
3  Entrance

3

0 0.5 2 m
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Designated slow-paced zones with 
product demonstrations, workshops, 
and exclusive shops are developed 
around the periphery of the 

supermarket sales floor, in juxtaposition 
with fast-paced pick-up zones along 
the bike pathway to promote cyclists, 
delivery, and e-commerce. 

R02

K indergarten
Demonstrat ion  K i tchen

1

1  Returning point
2  Automat
3  Entrance

2

3

0 0.5 2 m
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Public green zones are incorporated 
amidst the sales floor to entice the 
consumers to spend more time inside, 

while also providing a green roofscape 
for the neighborhood.

3

1  Kindergarten
2  Structural core, toiltes, HVAC
3    Public green areas

1

2

0 0.5 2 m
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Miss  Morr ison  
ko�ebrander i j

3

1  Kindergarten
2  Structural core, toiltes, HVAC
3    Public green areas

1

0 0.5 2 m

Public green zones are incorporated 
amidst the sales floor to entice the 
consumers to spend more time inside, 

while also providing a green roofscape 
for the neighborhood.
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Loading dock

Public square

Public Seating

Public art

Supemarket throughway

City mainstreet

Indoor mall

Landscape

Merchandized landscape

Albèr amenities

Leased shops

Retail property value
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Hermes
Chocolates

Rituals Dille & Kamille

Host

Host

Host

Butcher Leo
van Vliet

Container
wash

Kindergarten

Demonstration
kitchen

Playground

Market
stand

Market
stand

Market
stalls

Jans Broodjes

Nespresso

Landscape

Market
stand

Kalders 
Flowers

Henri Willig 
Kaas Delft

Meneer 
Leffers Bakery

Miss Morrison 
Coffee 

Roastery

Snackbar

Domus Leo
Winery

Fresh Forward 
Automat

Container
wash

Container
wash

Container
wash

Landscape

Shrimp pond

Landscape

Landscape

Landscape
Landscape

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan. 

0 1 4 m
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From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan. 
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Walk-in refrigeration

Misted refrigeration

Freezer
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4

The supermarket sales floor as a 
real estate platform reveals business 
strategies in order to generate profit. 
Albèrt’s business approach offers a 

wide range of products through a 
binary financial model that incorporates 
all Albèrt products within the efficient 
automated grid system, while real 

estate strategies—such as store-within-
a-store—for branded products remain 
exclusively and independently staged. 

0 1 4 m
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Spelt penne
75l-3-225l
121412

Wheat penne
75l-4-300l
121612

Penne
75l-5-375l
198875

Fusilli
75l-4-300l
160711

Vermicilli
75l-2-150l
381961

Cake flour
75l-2-150l
136171

Self rising flour
75l-2-150l
198764

Organic 
wheat flour
75l-3-225l
166961

Baking 
powder
75l-1-75l

Vermicilli
75l-2-150l
381961

Bagette
4-2-8
123161

Olive oil
75l-2-150l2
84727

Extra-virgin 
olive oil
75l-2-150l
289716

Risotto
75l-2-150l
324151

Balsamic 
vinegar
75l-2-150l
756222

Red wine 
vinegar 
75l-2-150l
856554

Avocado oil
75l-2-150l
241614

Couscous
75l-2-150l
321521

Olive oil
75l-2-150l
284727

Sunflower oil
75l-2-150l
241613

Bulgar
75l-2-150l
315561

Vegetable 
broth
75l-2-150l
561341

Blue cheese 
salad
4-2-8
756222

Cesar salad
4-2-8
756222

Tuna salad
4-2-8
756222

Italian salad
4-2-8
756222

Chicory apple 
salad
4-2-8
756222

Farmer salad
4-2-8
756222

Papadelle ragu
4-2-8
756222

Lasagne
4-2-8
756222

Beetroot 
stew
4-2-8
756222

Canneloni
4-2-8
756222

Veg curry
4-2-8
756222

Tuna sushi
4-2-8
756222

Salmon sushi
4-2-8
756222

Mango avocado juice
4-2-8
756222

Grilled veggies
4-2-8
756222

Apple ginger 
lemon juice
4-2-8
756222

Hummus
4-2-8
756222

Seafood mix
4-2-8
756222

Garlic 
mushrrom
4-2-8
756222

Cucumber 
celery juice
4-2-8
756222

Path

Bike path

Seating

Pick-up

Mandarin hand 
& body soap
75l-2-150l
756222

Basil shampoo & 
contioner
75l-2-150l
756222

Cedarwood 
shampoo & 
contioner
75l-2-150l
756222

Blackberry hand 
& body soap
75l-2-150l
756222

Bay leaf hand & 
body soap
75l-2-150l
756222

Amberwood all 
purpose cleaner
75l-2-150l
756222

Mandarin
Glass cleaner
75l-2-150l
756222

Basil
Shampoo & 
contioner
75l-2-150l
756222

Cedarwood all 
purpose cleaner
75l-2-150l
756222

Blackberry glass 
cleaner 
75l-2-150l
756222

Bay leaf hand & 
body soap
75l-2-150l
756222

Path

Holiday

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan.

1 2

1  Bike path convenience
2    Fall scented cleaners

0 200 1000 mm
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5

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan.

Saturday market stall

Saturday market stall

Loading dock

Mandarins 
1kg
10-40-400
291871

Mandarins 
1kg
10-40-400
291871

Chicory
15-12-180
271987

Pears
60-10-600
278611

String bean
20-15-300
298761

Organic 
pumpkin
5-23-115
296717

Avocados
45-10-450
227661

Waxy 
potatoes
60-31-1860
234617

Waxy 
potatoes
60-31-1860
234617

Pear plum apricot baby food 
75l-2-150l
756222

Quinoa tomato parika zucchini 
baby food 
75l-2-150l
756222

Spelt fennel carrot parsnip baby 
food 
75l-2-150l
756222

Apple raspberry baby food 
75l-2-150l
756222

Vegetable curry coconut milk baby 
food 
75l-2-150l
756222

Jarred pea & carrot
4-2-8
756222

Apple sauce
4-2-8
756222

Jarred stewed pear
4-2-8
756222

Jarred crushed tomato
4-2-8
756222

Jarred beetroot & onion
4-2-8
756222

Frozen produce

Fall produce

Elstar apple
120-2-240
428972

Figs
120-3-360
4289723

Figs
120-3-360
4289723

Squash pasta sauce
75l-3-225l
4289719

Squash 
40-3-120
4289724

Holyberry
12-2-24
000000

Cinnamon
75l-3-225l
4289729

Path

Path

Chardonnay
75l-4-300l
567855

Zinfandel 
75l-4-300l
730987

Rosè
75l-3-225l
498764

Cardamom
10l-3-30l
617891

Chard
20-4-80
279171

Passion
chocolate 
4-2-8
756222

Sweetbread
veloute 
4-2-8
756222

Monkfish
noisette 
4-2-8
756222

Next level
saurbraten
4-2-8
756222

Lobster 
Curry
4-2-8
756222

Liver  
sausage
4-2-8
756222

Bavarian 
herb roulade
4-2-8
756222

Tartare
4-2-8
756222

Kranz
4-1-8
756222

Leberwurt 
cappucino
4-2-8
756222

Fresh forward automat

Seating

Spring 
water
75l-9-675l7
15819

Sparkling 
water
75l-8-600l
713497

Cola
75l-6-450l7
45623

Sweet little 
apples 1kg
8-17-136
287615

6

3  Saturday market aisles
4    Holyberry merchandising
5    Baby products and pantry
6    Automat merchandising

0 200 1000 mm
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7

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan.

Lemon
120-3-360
567855

Paprika
75l-1-75l
645883

Salt
75l-4-300
645886

Cayenne
75l-175l
645879

Salted butter
75l-6-450l
567855

Milk
75l-6-450l
567855

Chardonnay
75l-4-300l
567855

North sea shrimp
4-1-4
267822

Salmon
6-3-18
267833

Herring
10-1-10
267835

Alanis potato
40-2-80
667854

Passion potato
30-2-60
667855

Cephora potato
35-2-70
667857

Bionica potato
45-2-90
667854

Sevilla potato
40-2-80
667854

Garlic
120-6-720
567855

Path

Dairy

Shrimp pond

Hummus
75l-1-75l
856552

Chocolate spread
75l-2-150l
856552

Chocolate sprinkles
75l-2-150l
856555

Peanut butter
75l-2-150l
856548

Olive jars
8-2-16
856567

Milk chocolate bar
9-2-18
856523

Dark chocolate bar
9-2-18
856521

Bonbons
75l-2-150l
856554

Cream cheese
75l-2-150l
856572

Liquorice candy
75l-2-150l
856554

Gummy bear
75l-1-75l
856552

Domus leo 
winery

Seating

Pinot noir
75l-3-225l
738976

Moscato
75l-2-150l
759163

Port
75l-2-150l
729162

Riesling
75l-2-150l
409873

8

7   Wine merchandising
8   Fishmonger merchandising

0 200 1000 mm
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9

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan.

Main street

Hermès chocolate

Le creuset

Main street

Aesop

Hermès chocolate

Entrance

Albèrt
donated produce
1-4-4
029874

Albèrt
donated produce
1-4-4
029874

Albèrt
donated produce
1-4-4
029874

Albèrt
donated produce
1-4-4
029874

Banana powder
75l-6-450l
039671

Banana powder
75l-6-450l
039671

Potato starch
75l-8-600l
012871

Fig jam
10l-5-50l
027601

Carmelized onions
64-6-384
017177

Giardinera
16-10-160
059871

Apple sauce
10l-6-60l
027190

Dried porcini
75l-3-450l

Avocado oil
10l-3-30l
018471

Salami
32-5-160
027161

Pinot noir
75l-3-225l
738976

Port
75l-2-150l
729162

Moscato
75l-2-150l
759163

Ground light 
roast coffee
75l-1-75l
603917

Ground dark 
roast coffee
75l-2-150l
667091

Rosè
75l-3-225l
498764

Riesling
75l-2-150l
409873

Zinfandel 
75l-4-300l
730987

Rooibos tea
75l-2-150l
693619

Earl grey tea
75l-2-150l
670987

Almonds
75l-5-375l
489729

Avocados
45-5-225
227661

Chili peppers
120-4-480
258161

Apricots
40-3-120
298761

Parmesan
60-3-180
319876

Avocados
45-10-450
227661

Host

Mandarins 
1kg
10-40-400
291871

Chicory
15-12-180
271987

Orchids
8-4-32
904176

Pears
60-10-600
278611

String bean
20-15-300
298761

Organic 
Pumpkin
5-23-115
296717

Sweet little 
Apples 1kg
8-17-136
287615

Waxy 
Potatoes
60-31-1860
234617

Canadian 
Apple 
Pie basket
2-41-82
837816

Canadian 
Apple 
Pie basket
2-41-82
837816

Oiliebollen 
French 
Toast 
Basket
2-43-86
812352

Oiliebollen 
French 
Toast 
Basket
2-43-86
812352

Sushi 
Omelette 
Basket
2-33-66
891976

Sushi 
Omelette 
Basket
2-33-66
891976

Vegan risotto 
Basket 
2-37-74
819671

Vegan risotto 
Basket 
2-37-74
819671

Hazelnuts
75l-4-300l
427191

Milk chocolate bar
9-2-18
856523

Dark chocolate bar
9-2-18
856521

Plant pots
6-5-30
908271

Dish towels
80-2-180
937917

Plates
30-3-90
931076

11

9    Albèrt lifestyling
10  Public products
11  Chocolate merchandising

0 200 1000 mm
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Shrimp pond

Landscape

Blended voorburg milk
10l-8-80l
365018

Path

Entrance

Corn
64-4-256
216071

Peppers
40-3-120
289701

Necatrines
110-4-220
209816

Parsley
40-3-120
208781

Blueberries
90-8-720
270817

Cherries
10-7-70
217517

Figs
20-4-80
290183

Artichokes
25-3-75
290881

Spinach
15-20-300
278171

Raspberry 
45-10-450
258171

Strawberry 
30-10-300
236816

Blackberry 
45-5-225
228671

Chives 
40-4-160
289712

Arugula 
55-4-220
207817

Chard
20-5-100
279171

Chile peppers
35-3-105
297081

Cilantro 
40-4-160
299077

Brazil 
permaculture
3-12-36
910671

Mexico 
permaculture
3-6-18
910892

Plums
35-3-210
297081

Okra
45-6-270
216601

Blended haagse hout milk
10l-5-50l
371341

Whole milk
75l-4-300l
338972

Organic whole milk
75l-3-225l
312361

Half whole milk
75l-5-375l
331278

Skim milk
75l-2-150l
321567

Cashew milk
75l-3-225l
398201

Oat milk
75l-2-150l
385018

Almond milk
75l-3-225l
390851

Organic oat milk
75l-2-150l
390798

Bionica potato
45-2-90
667854

Basil
35-8-280
201868

12

13

From bulks to fresh produce crates, 
standardized shelving systems within 
the open plan generate new episodic 
formats of planograms. No longer 

vertical and detached from each 
other, the new planograms dictate the 
dynamic floor plan.

12 Dairy walk-in
13 Fresh produce display

0 200 1000 mm
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4

5

6

6

Amidst a transportation node and 
a public square, featuring a green 
roofscape, Albèrt extends its perimeter 
towards the city and its residents, 

establishing a new civic presence.

1

3

6

6

7

1  Loading
2  Automated ceiling
3  Vertical core
4  Kindergarten

5  Sculpture of Albèrt’s mascot
6  Garden
7  Tram
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Three-dimensional Visualization



Stills from the walk-through video on 
the reimagined supermarket of the 
future, Albèrt.
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Stills from the walk-through video on 
the reimagined supermarket of the 
future, Albèrt.
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Stills from the walk-through video on 
the reimagined supermarket of the 
future, Albèrt.
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Stills from the walk-through video on 
the reimagined supermarket of the 
future, Albèrt.
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Stills from the walk-through video on 
the reimagined supermarket of the 
future, Albèrt.
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1 From The Hague to Genoa, the 
supply chain of the future supermarket 
will span across the Blue Banana trade 
corridor, addressing multifaceted 
aspects of the food industry in the 
Netherlands and beyond, through the 
notions of scarcity, trade, inclusivity, 
sensorialism, tastemaking, craft, 
reshoring, protectionism, automation, 
and extinction. 

2 The reimagined supermarket—
Albèrt—displays both the product 
and its supply chain for the conscious 
consumers by integrating the 
distribution center with an automated 
Ocado grid system above the 
supermarket, rendering a completely 
open sales floor.

3 In an attempt to reduce waste 
and address sustainability goals, 
Albèrt operates within a just-in-time 
production system of non-disposable 
packaging and dynamic pricing, 
maintaining small batches of products 
in the integrated Distribution Center.  

4 No longer an enclosed and controlled 
retail space, the supermarket uses 
various strategies—such as store-in-
a-store rentals for exclusive brands 
and specialty displays for seasonal 
products—to create a flexible sales 
floor in order to maximize profit, 
operating as a real estate platform.

5 Novel tasting experiences and green 
public spaces—along with the dynamic 
robotic movement that diverts human 
labor towards hospitality and social 
interaction—blur the boundaries 
between the supermarket and the city, 
introducing a new civic presence. 

Propositions



Supermarket is a collective project 
on the spatial implications of the 
food industry in the Netherlands 
and beyond, redesigning this now 
considered essential architecture to 
entail a paradigm shift in its journey 
towards optimization, sustainability, 
and health consciousness. It imagines a 
future supermarket that integrates retail 
experiences with distribution, supply 
chains, and product display to ensure 
a frictionless future for conscious 
consumers; while, at the same time, 
creating a new civic presence for the 
city and its residents.
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